
So i been thinking about this since i hit subscribe for this 
competition.  i had struggled to put together what i would 
comfortably feel is an organic union of two symbols that could 
represent one purpose.  i researched different meanings, and of 
course, used the current episodes of the Mandalorian series for 
reference materials.  i was unsuccessful at finding anything that 
remotely caught my eye.  Then it just popped into this ‘old-man’ 
brain of mine, as i was coming up the steps here at home.  A faction 
of hunters based on two entities that i find completely and 
utterly fascinating to learn about. 

ShadowHawks 
The ShadowHawks are a union between the Shadow Hunter’s guild 
and the ancient birds of prey.  Both a perfect definition of silent 
killers.  one hunts from the shadows, only leaving a whisper of its 
existence.  one hunts from far above, riding on the winds before 

killing its prey below. 

The ShadowHawk symbol, comprised of two parts, joined together 
as one.  on a vertical display is an asymmetrical spear-shaped 

rune with opposing hooks pointing back inward towards the 
central part of the body.  Laid across the center of the rune lies 

a bird of prey with flared wings, displaying its strength.  with 
outstretched wings portraying the many levels of its creed. 
Power, Wisdom, Cunning.  The tail feathers form a point, which 

mirrors its underlying symbiotic companion. 



   

 

Shadowhunters have walked among us for ages.  Reaching out from 
the darkness and silencing those who oppose them.  An accord can 
be garnered through one of the guilds proxies.  a hundred pounds 
of credits, a target’s dossier can be wiped clean and the mark will 

be physically erased from existence without so much as a trace. 

The Birds of Prey have been hunters since the dawn of time.  With 
keen eyesight and razor-sharp talons, they stalk their prey from 
high above, undetected in their hunt.  only when their talons have 
sunk into their prey does the realization of death from above, is 

now their reality.   

Those who bare the ShadowHawk marking are considered to be 
zealots.  once commissioned, nothing will stop them in their cause.  

They are relentless in their purpose, devoted to their clan, 
emotionless to their victims. shadowhawks carefully maintain an 

astute eye on the scales of power and those who abuse that scale.  
SahdowHawks seek no favor, nor kneel to the beliefs of others. 

Targets are eliminated without prejudice, regardless of prosperity 
or poverty.  Rank or recognition, ShadowHawks maintain the 

balance of those scales, hiding in the shadows, above or below, 
ready to strike without remorse or empathy.  Those who have 
mocked the ShadowHawks have only found their demise shortly 



thereafter.  Those who laugh at the legends become silenced from 
the shadows.  their laughter becomes drowned in blood.  one 
cannot bargain with what is coming. one cannot reason with it.  

Because it is not an entity that can be reasoned with.  it is a demon 
sent straight from the bowels of the darkness that will never stop 

until you are dead. 

 


